Sociogram Task

In this task, we would like you to create what is known as a socio-gram. This is basically a picture of your friend’s relationship to you, and to each other. You will start by putting yourself in an oval on the following page. Next, draw ovals around you with the initials of your friends, and connect your friend to you with a line. If any two friends you graph are themselves friends, draw a line between the two.

This is a sample socio-gram, which is about hypothetical network of 4 friends. You have relationships with Friend A, B, and C. Friend A and friend B are themselves friends, but Friend B has another friend who is not directly your friend. Friend C is your friend that is not a friend of (or does not know) your other friends.

You have five minutes to finish this part of the study. You can make as complex a socio-gram as you want. Please only use initials of friends rather than full names, and please indicate after the initials M if the person is male and F if the person is female.

Please draw your sociogram on the following page.
Draw sociogram here: